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Introduction 

Certainly, the words with the meaning ofyaralish 

(endanger), dunyoga kelish (bear) in the base of 

“tug’ilish” (birth) seme conjoin in determinate 

paradigm: tug’moq (bear), bolalamoq (cub), 

qo’zilamoq (lamb), qulunlamoq (foal), tuxum qilmoq 

(hatch out). Presently these lexemes differ with their 

distinctive features [1; 6; 9]. Because “… units in 

paradigmatic relations have combining seme and 

dinstinctiveseme at the same time. Those distinctive 

semes base for the contradiction of parts of paradigm” 

[8, 13]. 

Generic units take a special place in the lexical 

system of language. In the structural-semantic study 

of generative lexemes, it is important to classify 

lexemes within the paradigm according to particular 

bases and to deeply analyze the relationship between 

them. In particular, the vocabulary units in the 

generative lexeme paradigm constitute anantisemic 

relationship. Determining what paradigms 

semantically constitute generative lexemes, the 

interconnection of the internal structure and the 

structural units of these fieldsand their inseparable 

relationship closely linked to their contradictory 

relations. 

D.Abdullaeva, who conducted a 

monographicresearch on the phenomenon of 

antisemia in the Uzbek linguistics, notes: “The 

presence of semes in the semantic structure of lexical 

units that underpin thecontradictive relationship 

determines the phenomenon of antisemia. As a 

linguistic phenomenon, antisemia is characterized by 

more widespread use than antonymy. At the heart of 

every antonymic pair is antisemia, but any antisemic 

relationship may not be antonymy. Antonomy is the 

peak of antisemia ”[1, 21 - 22]. In particular, the 

archisemeof "life" and "death" form the basis of 

generative lexemes. All other lexical units within the 

paradigm merge on one or the other around 

thesesemes. 

It is well known that the semantic structure of the 

word (expressing, expressing, expressing) is defined 

as an element of the lexical system. Inter-system 

interaction alters the semantic structure of the word. 

When this change occurs in the expressor, it is also 

reflected in the expression. Some semes in generative 

lexeme semes are mutually exclusive and at the same 

time opposing. These semes help to ensure the 

antisemic relationship between the units.ke a  

While the lexemes in the base of “birth” semeare 

conjoined under general meaning endanger, bear, 

determinate meaning which is distinctive for each one 

differs. Though one of the parts of the paradigm in 

paradigmatic line unifies other parts as it expresses 

general meaning. 
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For.ex. I have a woman-she bore a lot of 

children. (Togay Murad “Otamdan qolgan dalalar”) 

In the line of the words with “birth” seme, “bear” 

unifies other parts of paradigm as it has a generative 

meaning. Other words in this line differ from “bear” 

with their distinctive meaning, usage frequency or 

usage area and chance of valency. 

For.ex. bolalamoq-cub for wolf, lion 

Qo'zilamoq - Lamb for ship 

Qulunlamoq - Foal for horse 

Tuxum qilmoq - Hatch out for hen 

But the meaning of “bear” generates these units.  

“Bear” lexeme in paradigmatic line contradicts 

to other parts of paradigm as it has high usage 

frequency (give birth for dog, cow, hen). But it is not 

used for hens in the meaning of give baby. It is used 

as “The hen hatched out” (Tovuq jo’ja ochdi). The 

lexeme “bear” differs from other lexemes in 

paradigmatic line concerning its chance to connect the 

words. 

When the lexemes with “birth” seme are used in 

phrases, they show their peculiar expression. 

Kuni tug’di. (to become lucky) 

Ikkita tug’di.(overworry) 

Puli tug’di. (rise, multiply) 

Biti bolaladi. (concern / trouble rose) 

Xo’rozi tuxum qildi. (to be lucky) 

These phrases are unified under the semes “rise, 

increase”. But xo’rozi tuxum qildi and kuni tug’di 

differ from others with their meaning “to be lucky”. 

Lexemes with “birth” seme contradict to other parts of 

paradigm with their excess of connotative meaning 

and specific style. Because phrases are characterized 

that they are not used in scientific and formal style [2]. 

Their chance to unite with other words broadens when 

they are used in connotative meaning: 

Dalalarim… bolaladi.! To’qqiz kunu, to’qqiz 

soatda bolaladi. (Tog’ay Murod “Otamdan qolgan 

dalalar”) 

My fields….gave birth! In 9 days and nine hours. 

(Togay Murad “The fields left by dad”) 

The lexemes with “birth” seme are used in the 

meaning of “appear, emerge” as well:  

U halqa orasida ekanini bilardi, shunday 

bo’lsada qochish imkoniyati tug’ilishi yoki o’qlar 

yomg’iridan qutulish chorasini izlashim mumkinligini 

ham hisobdan chiqarmagandi. (Tohir Malik 

“Shaytanat”) 

He knew that he was stuck. Though he didn’t 

forget the possibility of appearing of the way to run 

away or searching the way of escaping from bullet 

rain. 

(Tohir Malik “Shaytanat”) 

Regarding some scientific resources, semes in 

sememes are in 3 types according to their meaning: 

1. Denotative semes 

2. Connotative semes 

3. Functional semes [7,58] 

Denotative seme of lexemes with “birth” 

archisemes is “bear”,…..they are unified in one family 

on the base of denotative meaning. Expressive 

semmes are the semes which signify various extra 

meanings (stylistic…, personal attitude, usage area) 

[7,60] 

The lexemes with “birth” archisemes contradict 

to each other concerning usage area and personal 

attitude: bear-cub-lamb-foal. They are neutral in 

paradigmatic line. Their stylistic expressionis seen in 

relation with their usage area: it bolaladi. Dog gave 

birth. (neutral) 

Itdekbolaladi. …gave birth as a dog. (negative) 

(gave birth many times) 

According to the functional seme, lexemes with 

“birth” archiseme stand in different positions ina 

sentence. The lexemes with “birth” archiseme 

constitutes a paradigmatic line according to their 

generative meaning. 

Whereas the lexemes “death, decease, demise” 

unified on the base of the seme “ending of the act” are 

conjoined under the general meaning “to be absent”, 

their distinctive meaning differs. But one of the parts 

of paradigm unites other parts as it expresses general 

meaning, which is “the end of the action”. The 

lexemes stand on a line under this general meaning, 

though they differ from each other. The words vafot 

(decease), qazo (demise), nobud (perish), qurbon 

(victim), halok (fall) are used with auxiliary verbs and 

give various meanings: 

Vafotetmoq (pass away), qazoqilmoq (demise), 

nobud bo’lmoq (perish), halok bo’lmoq (perish). 

The lexemes o’lmoq (die), qulamoq (fall), 

uzilmoq (rip) can be used substantively. Qazoqilmoq 

(demise) is used in order to inform about the death to 

elder people in colloquial speech. Nobudo’lmoq 

(perish) is used to tell about the death of infants. 

Qurbon bo’lmoq (victim) and halok bo’lmoq (fall) 

express the desth in wars, battles. Qulamoq (fall, 

tumble) is used in colloquial speech and has negative 

meaning. 

The lexemes in the paradigmatic line of 

archisemes “to be born” and “to die” are contradicted 

to each other. 

 appearing alive continuous To be absent The end of the act dead 

birth + + + _ _ _ 

death _ _ _ + + + 

 

Usually, while the semes in one line generalize 

the lexemes, the very semes differentiate them from 

the one in the next line. 

The lexemes with “birth” seme (to be born, give 

a birth) have “alive, “continuous” meanings but this 

kind of seme does not exist on the line of “death”. 
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They are united under the semes “ending, lifeless, 

dead”. Though the line of “birth” ends with “death”, 

“birth” and “death” are united under generation 

termin, as it means birth and it is continuous. 

The death is called nexronim and it means to end. 

Every generation faces the end. In this meaning 

“birth” and “death” are united under the term 

generative. They are united in one field and this field 

is called generonim. 

Generally, different concepts about paradigm 

and field are devide into three. 

1. Paradigm and field are identical subject 

matters and the parts of paradigm are language units 

which grammatical and substantial generality. 

2. Field is differentiated from paradigm and 

unites several parts of paradigm. 

3. System and fiels are understood equally 

[3,19]. 

Field is wider than paradigm and includes a few 

paradigmtic lines. The lexemes with “birth” 

archisemes are united in one paradigmatic line. 

Generative field unites the lexemes with “birth” and 

“death” archisemes. It is preferable to call 

generonymsthelexemes united in this field. Because 

generation expresses continuance and the end of 

continuance is death. While generation ends with 

death, generonyms include the lexemes which express 

the process of death. 

In brief, uniting generative lexemes under an 

exact paradigm undera general seme differentiate 

them from each other and finding out their place in 

this paradigm is very essential. This gives a way to 

clarify the signs of valency, linguacultural signs of 

people in set-expressions. 
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